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Weekly Summer ~Edition

New Mexico

·'

•

DAILY
Thursday, July 31 ~ 1975

PIR"G

Refus~s .Simms'

(Editor's"' Note: After the
'In S() d()ing, the group drew·
following article was·. ·written, ~riticism
frorn
ASUNM
both Alan Wilson and Ed Coles President Alan. Wilson, who
came to .t.he LOBO" office where yesterday . said PIRG "is being
they collectively ·retracted the exceptionally unreasonable'' and
statements contained herein. "doesn't happen to represent the
Their revised statement can be students .."
·
found Qn this page. The1-'r un,.
Simms made the compromise
retracted statements, whi.ch, we proposals at ~meeting Tuesday
between representatives from
PlRG and .tour members of' the
UNM Board of Regents, The
meeting, requested by PIRG,
too~ place at a Santa· Fe session
of the Legislative Universities
Studies Committee (LUSC) who

The LOBO will be published
evf!ry Thursday until the end
of summt~r school;

Propos.als at LUSC

agreed to hear testimony con"
cerning the PffiG-Regent!il rift
because of the possibility of civil
disobedience here in the fall.
·
· The
threatened
civil
disobedience centers around
student di'scontent with the
Regi!nts and specifically with
their June defeat of a funding
plan for PIRG. T.he plan was ap~
proved by the students in last
$pring's election ,by a two to one
margin.
""• It called for two dollars to be
assessed to each student per
semester to fund the operation of

PIRG (the fee would be refundable for students opposed to the
organization).
At Tuesday's LUSC session,
Regent Simms restated his opposition to the original PIRG fun.
ding plan, but said he would be
willing to suppol,'t two alter·
native plans of funding for. the
group.
Under one scheme, students
could check off a box in their preregistration forms to signifythey
support PIRG and are willing to
be taxed two dollars to fund it.
With Simms' other proposal, two

dollars would he added to the
student activity fee (making it·
$14 per semc$ter). This mc;mey
would then be forwarded to
ASUNM wttich could fund PIRG
if it desired.
Simms, who was one of the
three regents who voted against
PJRG's funding plan ill June, ~aid

l.

*
'*
*
*
*
l.
PIRG May Accept Compromise I'

Alan Wilson
felt important enough for you to
read, can be foun'd below.)
· By Jo• Bowman

Controversy again surrounds
the New Mexico Public Interest
Research Group {PIRG) as the
organization refused this week to
accept two funding compromises
prpposed for it by UNM Regent
Albert Simms~

(Editor's Note: Below are tke revised statements
Saying he would present the PIRG funding plan
ofAlan Wilson and Ed Coles concerning the P/RG to the Regents again in August, Wilson said he's
situation. For earlier comments by the two, see • ••optimistic the Regents will approve it."·
·
44
abo~e story.)
Doctor Simms didn't commit himself one way
·
or the other about whether he will vote 'yes' and
A compromise funding plan for New Mexico he won't until he sees what he's voting for," Wilson
PIRG seems in t~e .makings or so says ASUNM said. "We now need to work out a clearer unPresident Alan Wilson and Ed Coles, vice chair- derstanding of what will happen to the funds from
man ofPIRG.
the activity fee increase."
•
Early yesterday evening, Wilson told the LOBO
"At this point, it's all a matter of appearances,"
he had spoken to UNM Regent Albert Si.mms who he said.
'·
may support the original funding proposal for
Coles agreed, saying, "As we understand the
Pl'8(; as it was stated in the ~~ferendum questio1l situation, the possibility of having the Teferend11tn
on tbe ASUNMspring ballot. '· .,
· approvecl as it was voted em by the students is
"Looking at the referendum question, Doctor exadly what w~'ve been· working toward for the
Simms suggested he would support an increase in last year-and-a-half.
''According to the referendum, the increased
the student activity fee," Wilson said.
"The referendum that the s.tudents passed in the· money is to be turned over to PIRG pending a conspring specifically calls for an increase in the ac· tract between AS.UNM and us," he said. "There
tivity fee," he said. ''It says PIRG would them get will be problems of clarificatio.n about the contract,
that money from· ASUNM pending a contract bet· but this will be a matter entirely between student
government and New Mexico PIRG."
ween that two." u

Ed Coles
he .supports '*the right of students to determine their e>wn selfgovernment. . .
11
The Regents, JJowev.er, can·.
not ignore their responsibilities
under the state constitution to
assume authority over issues of
vital importance to the trniver·
sity ," he said.
Simms said he was not opposed
to PIRG, but he was opposed to
(Continued on page 3)

Sierra Club Attacks City TraiJsit Plans
.

bus routes. travelling throughout sportation in terms of a system the ground is beyond the resour" of its failure to include bikeway
since the
the city without all routes ending like Bay Area Rapid Transit in ces of the city even with federal systems is unjustified
city will have 11 the most exSan Francisco, but city officials aid.
In a strongly worded downtown.
Cottrell said criticism of the tenslve bikeway system in the
Albert Pierce, executive direc· argue . the ·amount of money
resolution the Sierra Club of·
Simpson-Curtin
report because country by 1977.''
Albuquerque accused the Sim- tor of COG rebutted the club's needed to get such a system o[f
Json and Curtin . Mass Transit arguments saying the rep~rt was
Study of an automobile bias and a not supposed to be an com·
'inarrow viewpoint" in analyzing prehensive, long-ranged view of
alternative modes of tran- Albuquerque's . transportation
needs, that the report was
sport.ation.
The report, authorized by the properly drafted because it gave
· Middle Rio Grande Council of adequate analysis of the existing
Government (COG), recom· bus transit system.
mended the city maintain its
Pierce said long range alter·
present · bus system with emnatives
are constantly being
phasis on upgrading its perstudied and the alternatives
formance.
cited
by Nix have not been
· ·Martin Nix, author of the
dismissed.
resolution, said the study was
Pierce said due to federal fun''out of tune with the realities of
ding
regulations 'it was necessary
western cities and the energy
for
the
city to first submit an
erisis." Nix also sharply
analysis
of the present system
·criticized COG for givi~g the con·
before
going
ahead and see}<ing
tract study to an. out-of-town
federal
funding
for long range
firm. Curtin-Simpson is based in projects.
Philadelphia.
_
Nix said the need to get people
Nix said the> report done for
their cars and into a . the city should have been done
transportation system is by.a local firm that was aware of
because of the rising "local values" but both Pierce
energy and the resulting and Councilor Marion Cottrell;
ion eaused by heavy who is vice chairman of COG and
.~ua•IJuaJI't:. travel. The resolution
an engineering professor at
club said Dial-A·Ride, bus- UNM, group qualified .to do the People no longer throw unwanted.kittens do.wn wells. Now they leave them in a box on
combinations, and the study in Ne~ Mexico.
Mall so a soft~hearted student will pick them up to keep the cat-catcher from ga,ss,·n
systett(ol bus routes were
them.
Nix is asking the city to look at
ignored by Simpson-Curtin.
,...'f.~~..8!"l~ ,system would have th~. tuture.of Albuq~~rq\le ~ra~·.
By Joseph Monahan
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Director's Job May Be Dissolved
By Sus11n W 11lton
.ASUNM. The University's
The position pf Associated Public Inform;ttion Office {PIO)
Students of UNM !ASUNM) was .not too open to ASUNM,"
Public Information Director said Alan Wilson, ASUNM
(PID)will pr·obably be eliminated president.
this fall.
"Since Laine set it (PID) up,
The experimental position was p,IO has opened up and shown a
created by the ASUNM Senate willingness .and desire to cpver
tp replac;e the Public Relations us," he said.
Committee and was given funded
Laine Heiser, this summer's
through this summer.
PlD. said she would not reapply
''Last spring there was no way for the positiPn thi.s fall and she
get out information. on would be working the month of
August without pay.
"When the !JOsition was
creatl;ld it was valid, we n!leded
tP get more positive infprmation
out to the state," she said.
"The.re have been some changes
at PIO. The attitude toward
ASUNM was negative. NPW with
Rod Geer {the new head of the

to

5Dc:
By Colleen Curran
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UNM's Student Competition
on
Relevant Engineering
(SCORE) team is entering a solar
energy project in international
SCORE competition to be held
August 12 through 17 at Sandia
Laboratories.
Fifty-three universities, including MIT and California, will
participate, and there will also
be entries from Canada and
Sweden.
·
UNM's project, a Solar Energy
Trailer, is designed as a one room
building set on a trailer, which
will enable it to be hauled around
the country for.,demonstrations.
The building, currently located
just east of the Mechan.ical
Engineering Building, is heated
by a solar energy unit that was
built completely by the students
with no outside help.
The trailer tool< six weeks to
build and cost $15,000 most of
which came from donations by
various interested groups
throughout the cit)j, V.N~~sJ<!a!li

is confident their project is in the
top three entered,
The water is pumped back out,
heated again, and then returns.
inside once more. The unit stores
275 gallons of water,
Although solar energy is the
main type of energy used, it is
not the only type. A certain
amount of electricity is required
to run the pumps that circulate
the water, the fan, and to provide
a backup system for cloudy days,
The process by which the
building is heated is fairly sim·
pie. Heat from direct sunlight is
gathered in . several collectors.
Tubes filled with water run
through the cp\lectors, and as the
water gets hot, it is circulated in·
to the building where a fan blows

~
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The New Mcxl~o Dally Lobo is publishod Monday through . Frlda.Y. every
regu1nr week or the' Univ~1t1 year
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by the Board or Student Publl~aUC>ns or
the University ot New Mcxioo, and Is
not finonclally """ocla~ with UNM.
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PIRG
Refuses
Proposal
(Continued from page 1)

Backpacking &

'
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All Halters and Tank Tops
Discounted For Clearance
,the GeDeral StOre
111 Harvard SE

·'~

As demand increases and
resources decrease, energy alternatives like solar energy are
beginning to be greatly more
practical for use. in the home.
UNM's solar trailer is a good
example of something that m_ay
well become commonplace in a
few more years.

Specializing in

!f~
;

New Mexico
No. 153
Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M, 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277-4202

{IJ<•(I\'1'1'11 ~1')0111111/l .~

the heat through vents into the
interior.
In these days of the energy
crisis, alternate energy resources such as solar energy are
becoming more and more important. The engineering studen.
ts who designed the trailer are
predicting that power companies
will be forced to take drastic
measures, such as selective
blackouts, in the next 10 years or
so.

I
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any funding system which would
place the organizatipn putside
the control of the Regents and
student gpvernment.
''Let PUI,G contract with
ASUNM for money like any
other student group ,does," he
said. "Student government is
ultimately responsible to the administration which can bring it to
task. PIRG. wants to be completely autonomPus."
Vice Chairman of PIRG Ed
Coles, however, said yesterday
"there is no way we can compromise the results of a
democratic student election by
accepting Simms' proposals.
"After going tp the (LUSC)
meeting, we feel there are a few
serious qucstipns confronting
students here," he said. "The
major question is 'Who should
control student money?"'
"As it stands now, the Regenw
have. the authority to dictate
what student life should be like,"
he said. "We feel the students
themselves should have that
right, as well as the right to tax
themselves fpr whatever they
want to undertake, as they tried
to do with PIRG ,"
Saying the students are ·1
treated "in a paternal fashiPn by
the Regents," CPles noted that l
"our student gpvernment and
elections were set -up to be
responsive and democratic. The
Regents have made them
shams."
In contrast to Coles, ASUNM
P1esident Alan Wilson, said Sim·
ms' prPposals were SPund and
· that PIRG should accept them in
some form.
"I've reached the pPint where I
think the PIRG people are being
exceptiPnally unreasonable,"
Wilson said. "The reasPn they're
unwilling to comprPmise iS
because their advisPrs at PIRG
headquarters. in Washington
dpn't like the idea."
·Wilson continued, saying,
"PlRG doesn't happen to
represent the students.
"We're heading for a severe
diversion between the interes.ts
of the students and the interests
of PIRG if the directPts of PIRG
:won't look at compromise with a
little more open-mindedncss," he
said.
· Coles said PIRG is not
prepared tP annPunce its future
· plans yet, but that the group's
·.· tnenil:iers "are going to have to do
.. -· some :very serious thinking.
"We are also going to bave tp
alert the students to the issue at
hand, .that .being the ;Regents,"
he said.

PIO News Bureau) in charge the
office has become more positive."
ASUNM SenatPr P.M. Duffy·
Ingrassia said. she thought the
position was 1/asically a good one
but said, "There's not enough
going on this summer tp have a
PID. Summer is a bad time tp ex·
periment.
"Personally I feel we might as
well drop it. It's a ppsition that
obvipusly isn't working. We
.should see if we can't work
something out with PIO to work
. directly with PlD," she said,
Heiser said it the change-pver
in the PIO News Director had not
occured "the PID would have
needed to continue."
•
"Dpn Birge (former .PIO News
Bureau Director) had a cynical
PUt-look on ASUNM," said

THE BIKE SHOP
PRO SHOP
~ight

Weight 10 Speed

Mizutani Racer

$95.99
ePARTS .
•ACCESSORIES
eREPAIRS

Movie Extras
Anyone interested in working
in a movie to be filmed in
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
•

Contact Chuck Russell
243-5693 no.l13 or 117
Command Productions

Summer Clearanee

Shorts, Halters,
.Swim Suits,
Dresses,. Tops,
Jeans,
Pant Suits
•
From 1/4 to 112 OFF
Sizes 3-13
~.

•
THE BIKE SHOP
SIKING IS FUN

Rocket SPie
In a natural stridet weight
moves from the heel, along
the outer side
the foot
then diagonally across to the
big toe, whlch springs you off
on your next step, Roots
rocker sole helps this shift in
weight making every footstep just a little less tiring.

informatipn I collected (on
ASUNM leaders) 1\!ld the paper
th\lt was printed for ASUNM
news releases," she said.

j

Fully Assembled
and Warranteed

605 Yale S.E.

Wilso,n.
Heiser said she wj(J Work With
PIO for the rest of the summer.
"I'll give them the biographical

842-9100
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Fine Canadian Leathers
The sOft skins are naturaUy
finished so in Roots you'll
look as good as you feeL And
because Roots are designed
and made in Cana.da,
you needn't pay
through the nose for your feet

Gift Certificates Available

Supported Atch

Recessed Heel

The city sidewalk can be a
real arch enemy and fallen
arches hurt. Roots are C011·
touted to support the arch
-and the small recess between
the balls of your feet.

Walk on sand and your heel
will leave the deepest part of
your footprint. In Jtatural
walking, most of your weight
lands on your heel. Conventional shoes-evenldw
heeled shoes-tilt you forward
and change your basic pos·
ture, In Roots, your heel sinks
into a: comfortable recess
giving y"u a nat uta! walk on
any kind of surface,

Roots Natural Footwear
3107 Eubank NE
#29 Scottsdale Village
Albuquerque, New Mexico
• , · ·, 293·33 n . . . . ·
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"important" and really do count.
Count in a land fill perhaps, in 'the
minds of the board I doubt
seriously. Whatever the reason one
paragraph in that letter inspired me
to reply, lest the Regents as
represented by C. Horn continue to
believe all students nitwits as allued
to by the letter.
Mr. Horn pointed out that the
students voted to give PIRG two
dollars, to lower the present 12
dollars activity fee to 50 cents and
to eliminate the mandatory aspect
of the athletic fee. Following this
rerun· of the vote comes the
paragraph to which I refer. !.should
like to refresh peoples memories by
quoting it from the last LOBO dirac•
tly.
"These suggestions are taken
very seriously by the Regents

By Harold Smith
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Police officers, including our own blue-uniformed set, are supposed to
want to be doing what they are doing. They are supposed to believe in
what they are doing.
_
Just like the men who fought and died In all our too-numerous wars, a
policeman, an officer of the law, should believe in the necessity of what his
vocation entails. Sure men die. Sure faces are blasted into oblivion by
seemingly worthless souls behind the stocks of shotguns. Sure cripples
become the sorry outcome.
Vet no matter how much the majority of us respect and appreciate the
role a police officer plays we cannot condone the recent actions of our
local protecting forces, both the city and county, who saw fit to strike for
higher wages.
For money folks, that is What the entire affairs was an about. And then
again it is not even that because in all fairness they should receive the pay
raise. What hurts is that these men who enforce the laws did the exact
same thing the average gun-toting Circle K robber does. They broke the
law. Si(Tlply that.
Maybe the law needs changing. Maybe police should be allowed to have
strikil)g police unions, Still our policemen have put themselves in a
hypocritical situation.
The striking officers should seriously consider whether or not a career in
law enforcement is really what they are cut out to be.
By example What the officers are telling us is to abide the law until it af·
facts your own family and pocketbook.

Managing Editor ·New~ .Editor Atts & Media Sports Editor
Michael O'Connor

Features Editor Photo Editor
Sarah Seidman
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Unsigned cdl~orials rcJ>rcscnt a malor'
il!f 9pinlon- of the Daily 'Lobo Staff,
AU other .-columns, cartoons and iettcr.s
rcprcscn~ "the opin!oil . of the author
and do not necessarily .rcDcct the views
of the staff.
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Horn: /Transparent Defense'

Editor-in~Chief
O;lando R.-Medin!i ·

tj
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1fiE Bll'CK MAN'S BURDEN

Editorial Board

~

en

The entire question surrounding the fundinQ of the New Mexico Public .
z."' Interest Reseiir.ch Group hi:ls become completely enti:lnQied in semantics.
This is related to the statement we made in ·last week's issue that the
..,;
most effective weapon against a Qroup is disunity.
~
There is one issue in this m<;~tter and one issue only, That is the issue of
-~ how valid are student decisions and what respect do they receive from the
UNM Regents,
PIRG is only one of the obvious ex<!mples where students have peen
blantantly ignored .and written off as a bunch of snotty-nosed brats. '
How much power do the Regents have? Who in the hell gave them that
~
power?
Regents President Calvin Horn brought out a few points in his opinion
last week that we would like to comment on.
Horn states that the Regents have never m11de any attempt to suppress
freedom of the press on the UN M campus.
We would like to remind Mr. Horn of a telephone call made last fall by
one of the Regents.
·
After the LOBO printed a certain editorial concerned with former KNME
Manager Claude Hempen and his reinstatement; we received a phone call
from one of the Regents. We think you know which Regent it was Mr.
Horn.
·
The Regent in question informed us in a 'very irritated voice that he or
she could come down to the LOBO a.nd "print a retraction whenever I feel
like it."
As far as ihe hands-off policy concerning what films are shown on cam- Editor;
pus, when the ASUNM Film Committee showed the New York Erotic Film
Well, I nearly made it through the
Festival a few years back, the first complaining phone call they received entire summer without feeling too
was from a Regent. •
strongly the urge to write the LOBO
Horn stated that the Regents have placed more importance in student concerning campus political
and faculty governance,
games. Even through most of this
Where the faculty is concerned, we need only poir:1t out how important PIRG·Board of Regents crap, it was
the faculty (AFTC) view was when the cases of Jovan Djuric and John S. relatively easy to remain silent. It is
Mann were heard.
my own opinion that the Board of
We simply ask the facultY, "How long before each of you will receive Regents acted exactly as expected.
your 'due process' from the Regents?"
One can not expect people to give
Mr. Horn also points out that the Regents are bound by law not to other people money to investigate
distribute any power. Mr. Horn does not. question the validity of the law, them with, can one? I had hoped
he only believes in obeying the letter of the law.
PIRG might begin to see what
Mr. Horn, there· are alternatives and if the Regents cannot share the changing the system by using it will
power, then students cannot take responsibility for subsequent actions.
get you ...tired and nothing.
The head of the Board of RegenC. Horn, wrote a rather trants,
·ooONESBURY
sparent defense of the Regent's actions in the last LOSO. I suspect it
was an attempt to convince the
students that their views are. really
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because of their respect for student .
imput, yet these are, nevertheless,
only recommendations ·to the
Regents. If these votes were mandatory upon the Regents, we would
end up with a $2.50 student fee
with two dollars going to PIRG and
the fifty cents for all other student
purposes. This, in my opinion,
would be absurd and effectively .
could abolish student government,
including the LOBO."
I should like to respond to a
couple of points brought ·up by this
paragraph.
1.) In sentence one we read that
student "suggestions are taken
very seriously", but by the end of
the paragraph Mr. Horn has found
these very serious "suggestions"
to be absurd. Are we to believe that
the Regents take the absurd very
seriously? Is this some stranRe
religion? Theater of the absurd?
Talking in fong~Jes? Bullshit?
2.) It seems fiom his analysis that
Mr. Horn does not believe the
students realized what lowering
their activity fee from $12 to 50
cents means. I think that most
students, like myself, knew exactly
what was ment, we are not nitwits
as some politicos would wish. I
would further suggest given a .
choice the students would have
lowered it to zero, not 50 cents. I
must say that to the average
student even a nitwit can see the
differen\ between 12 dollars in •
tribute and $2.50 in tribute.
3.) I would suggest that the
present student government resign
and force the Regents to appoint
government rather than continuing
to act as one themselves. If nothing
else they could stop putting thqse
bullshit questions on the ballot and
ask the students questions about
the few things over which they
have control, like the colors for the
homecoming float perhaps.
4,) As for the Regents and the
student vote, I would rather pay .
PIRG two dollars ahd not read the
LOSO, believing I live· in a
democracy, than to not pay PIRG
two dollars, pay my usual $12
tribute plus athletic tax and know I
liv~ in a dictatorship.
Kenneth Kietzke
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Now through Monda~ August 4th; all

SUZUKIS are slashed to'74 prices!
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Reg. $980

74 Sale Price
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TC-185 Ranger
Want to rent or buy a tent? Sleeping bag? Pack? Raft?
·We got'em! Want to Jearn to Kayak? We'll teach you!

A lot of things happen to you when you buy a Suzuki: gas & insurance costs
go way down, traffic hassl~s disappear, mountain trails open up,
Freedom ••. Freedom ... Freedom .••

MOUNTAINs·
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RIVERS
· 22tocentr~ts~····

268•4876

Just east of Yale on Central.
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Motorsport 1 333 san Pedro NE 265-6431

Motorsport II 6919 Montgomery NE 298-7521

Your Weekends Will Never Be The Same!

Come1te1de
Jim
The Cen.tral Committee of th~ Provisional
News Department this week announced a victory over the forces of capitalist imperialism
and bourgeois dem'ocracy.
Running dog lackey and foremost exponent
of incorrect news Ralph Greenski has been
purged and banished to the hintl;lrlands of .AM
Radio.·
Peopl(,l's Commissar for Correct News Jim
"Vladimir" Stansbury instituted the dictatorship of the Proletariat and announced a
new Five-Week Plan to re-educate the masses.
''The new era of Correct News has dawned
at KUNM," says Comrade Jim.

~n

Open Letter
From Uganda
_from t·he
Reverand Herbert Stencil
He was hurled into the bloody sea,
But that was all balls and talk.
Nowadays we've .changed all that:
It's in a cleaner light we walk.
-A. Rawclijfe

Public Affairs
with
Pennsylvania Joe

Onward And Upward
Department
Classical music aficionado and doughty leader o£ KUNM news,
Ralph Green, recently found honest employment at one of this city's
better known commercial AM stations. We trust Green's assignment
on the graveyard shift is a happy hint of things to come.
.

*

*

•

Cub report~r Jo.nathan Ward has moved into a luxurious high-rise
near the Umverstty campus since his assignment with big time
rock'n'roll radio. Jon's last words upon leaving our humble quarters
were, "I don't care if I never see this place again. They laughed at me
when I wore my tank top and Earth shoes. I'm going where I can live
free."

Buck's Sports Spurts
Through an amazing stroke of good fortune, KUNM has managed to
acquire and retain the services of the most talented sports writer
ever to grace the firmament with the br.illiance of his prose.
Buck Rawlings stumbled into _the studios one dark winter mor•
ning ... worn, haggard, hung over. He had fallen upon the Thorns of
Life. Revived and drawn back to reality by countless doses of Early
Times Bourbon, Rawlings was soon hammering out the best prose of
this century on the battered old Remington in the corner of KUNM's
basement newsroom.
Torn between the violent world of sports and the contemplative life
of a classical scholar, Rawlings is a true Renaissance Man. KUNM
Sports with Buck Rawlings. You owe it to yourself to listen.

•

I

. A11g. 4th
. Thi~ is a conv.e~!;ation with ~avid. Monagye, a 93 year old Hopi, who
]lves ID Hotevilla, He has hved m Hopi vUlages all his life. He
reminisees about the "great spirit," how his people came to settle
whe':'ll; they did~ the Tri\>al Council an~ how it doesn't represent the
tradtttonal HopJ people, how tjle Council eollaborates with the Bureau
of Indian Affairs to take land from the Hopi, the Navajo lafd dispute,
and the future-"w~ are almost at the end of our destination .•,the only
way to save that is to confess and correct ourselves," .
CARLHESS
.
Aug,5th
Carl Hess once was a speech writer for Barry Goldwater, but as he
puts it now, he has "expanded" his opinions, and is now part of the
New Left. In this interview with Mike Hodel and Jim Berland of KP·
FK, Hess explains his transition. He notes that people on the Right
have always held a series of positions that coincided with those of the
Left. Anti-imperialism is one example.
WOMAN TO WOMAN; EUROPEAN FEMINISTS
Aug, 6th
.A conversation about "Woman to Woman: European Feminists,"
wtth the author, Bonnie Charles Bluh, hosted by Viv Sutherland .of
\YBAI. The discussion. covers the state of feminism in Europe today,
tne state of the publishing industry in American, and the inability of
most feminists to get their work published by "major" publishing
houses.
THE GRAY DEPRESSION
Aug, 7th
This program takes a look at the way people of differl)nt incomes,
classes and communities are r.esponding to the economic crisis. In·
eludes interviews with members of the National League of Senior
Citizens, the Israel Levin' Senior Adult Center of Venice, an Ea~t Los
Angeles community organizer, the National Council of Senior
Citizens, and the American Association of Retired Persons. Provided
are sketches of the problems, along with some practical alternatives
and suggestioms. Some of the material is a little local, but the
problems presented are nation-wide, Produced by KPFK;
·
AUGUST 14TH-Politicos from upstairs come downstairs to
KUNM to talk on higher admission standards for UNM. Alan Wilson,
Young. Republican and ASUNM president is, joined with esteemed
Senator Alfred Santistevan to defend the position that UNM should
n·ot seek higher GPA's or extra courses of its applicants. Dean Bill
Huber ofUniversity College shows his academic prowess by arguing
.for higher standards.
.
AUGUST 18TB-KUNM talks with the people from GTE
LENKURT COMPANY where unionism is having a hard time getting.
its foot in the door. Jim Stansbury, the interviewer says "the history
of our world is the history of our struggle with the bourgeoisie."
The Upper West Side Redevelopment Battle
A11s. 20th.
This program provides evidence that New York City housing
enriches the powers that control real estate in the city

Makers of·Hond Mode lncfan Jewelry
OlDTOWN

-

many times, this attitude leads only to the
spread of insipidflibzralism, permissive
revision of our abortion laws, arid reduced
penalties for convicted felons.
If I may illustrate my point with a Ugandan folk tale: Om Galla was a respected
village elder who had achieved prominence
through treachery and murder. One day he
saw an infant girl from the village in eminent
danger of being eaten by a wild beast. Om
Galla bravely killed the beast and returned
the infant to her sobbing mother who was im·
measurably grateful to have her child back
safe in her arms. '])he other villagers interpreted Oin Galla's act as a sign of
weakness and promptly stoned him to death
along with the mother and the baby.
As you can see the Americans have much
to learn from the Ugandans who are so wise
in their innocence. I hope everyone will con~
sider this story very carefully so I will not
have to return home to the same bunch of
pathetic godless weasels.
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DO YOU NEED
CASH?
Earn $1 0 a week
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A CONVERSATION WITH DAVID MONAGYE

Covered
Wlragon
The Herbert Stencil Uganda Crusade for
Violence ·and Pointless Antagonism was an
unqualified success. Idi Amin, the inspired
leader of these brave if somewhat primitive
natives gave full support to the crusade, and
in the true spirit of christian charity even
went soJar as to offer three .British novelists
as entrees for the Communion dinner. This
touch pleased the natives tremendously, as
did the guest appearances of Max Rafferty,
Jon Voight, and Johnny Cash. We hope to
ru!l the entire proceedings on U.S. television
before the end of the year.
But this is not the reason I am writing to
you from across the sea. I am very disturbed
by the attitude Americans have developed
during the short weeks that I have been
gone. Although exiled into the heart of
darkness"! am not completely out of touch. I
have the "New York Times" and the
"Cleveland Plain-Dealer" flown into Uganda
daily. I have found that despite my repeated
warnings people . still blindly trustr a
benevolent God and insist on treating certain
individuals with whom they are intimately
associated as friends. As I have told you
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Hot AIt

Wnves

£he cooking, 'the cleaning (we even make

Live at the
College Inn.

your 'bed). That leaves vou time to do
what you want to do. 'Jjle buildings are
completely co-ed, arid you can walk to
We know the College Inn Isn't the Taj campus. Now Is the best time to think
Mahal. But for a place to live, we thll)k about where you want to live next
it's about the best choice you can make. semester. Call us at 243~288.1

No Chores
At the College Inn we take care of ·
of those nagging chores: the shopping,

donate twice weekly

BLOOD

PLASMA
.

.

DONOR CENTER
8 am.to.5 pm
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Tuesday-·-:Sa_turday

Yours in Faith,
Rev. H. Stencil

DOCTOR IN
RESIDENCE

.842-6991
.•

COVER: 'rhousands ·of teens
listen in as popular joek "Bubba"
. Cooke spins the platters and
provides the ebatter ••• Nice
belt; Bubba ••••

It's Hitsville whenever Annette Fullajello swings into the
studios, ready for action,

•

ALBUQUERQUE
1307 CENTRAL NE

/
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Slay.ing of Woman at Local Bar
·Arouses Call for Better Security

Music From Dead Composers

Blasts From The Past
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August 3

10:00 A.M.
r:1 PARTCH: The Bewitched- University of
o Illinois Music Ensemble and Chorus, John
-~ Garvey, c,, Freda Schell, The Witch.
<l' CRI SD 304
(79: 11)
~
!:';

11:25A.M.
CRUMB: Makrolwsmos, vol. l, part
I-David Burge, piano.
00 Nonesuch H-71203
(12:05) .
<l)

z
l>n
~

11:40A.M.
HOVHANESS: Mountains and Rivers
Without End, opus 225-Royal Philharmonic Orchestra.
Poseidon Society 1004
(20:00)
.12:00
STRAUSS: Also Sprach·
Zarathustra-Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Henry Lewis, c.
L.ondon SPO 21053
(37:27)

12:l5P.M.
BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 2, opus 36
as Piano Trio-Brandis, Boettcher, Besch.
(31:35)
Archiv 2533136
12:50P.M.
·RAFF: Symphony No.5 in E
(''Lenore")-London Philharmonic, Ber·
nard Herrmann, c.
(56:23)
Nonesuch H-71287

12:30 P.M.
BRUCKNER: Symphony No. 4 in E flat
''Roman tic"- Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Daniel Barenboim, c.
(63:10)
DDG253u 336
1:40P.M.
CAPLET: M11ss for 3-part acappella
fem11le chorus-Girls Choir oftbe
O.R.T.F., Jacques Jouineau, c.
(21:19)
Musical Heritage 1658

2:00P.M.
JANACElf: Music for Male
Chorus-Monavian Teachers Choir; An·
tonin Tucapsky, c.
Nonesuch H-71288
(44:52)

2:05P.M.
MILHA UD: La Creation du Monde-The
Contemporary Chamber Ensemble, Ar·
thur Weisberg, c.
(15:00)
Nonesuch Hm281

2:45P.M.
HOLST: Double Concerto for Two Violins
and Orchestra-English Chamber Orchestra, Imogen Holst, c.
Heritage 1452
(14:15)

2:25P.M.
STOCKHAUSEN: opus 1970-A. Kontarsky, piano, J.G. Fritsch and H. Bujc,
electronics, R. Gehlhaar, tam-tam. K.
Stockhausen, c.
DDG 139 461 SLPM
(60:00)

12:40P.M.
FAURE: Requiem, opus 48-National Orchestra of the Monte Carlo Opera, Louis
Fremaux, c., plus soloistS'.
(29:44)
Musical Heritage 1507

'

l:lOP.M.
GOUPERIN:
La
Reine
des
Coeurs-George Malcolm, )larpsicord.
(40:00)
Argo ZRG 632

'l'he senseless brutal slaying of
a young woman last week. at
Rosa's Cantina bas aroused a
movement in Albuquerque to im·
prove the lighting and security
around bars, streets, super~
markets and parking lots.
Rosa's Cantina has closed
voluntarily since the body of 11
recent UNM graduate was found
behind the bar in Algodones. The
21-year-old woman had apparently gone to Rosa's to meet a
friend. The friend was an hour·
and-a-half late. The woman was
found two days l11ter in a ditch
beaten to death. "The Sandoval
County Sheriffs Department said
they'rJl h<Jpeful they can solve
the case. ·
In the meantime a newly formed group called the Per.sonal .
Safety Advocates are circulating
a petition ()n campus and the
surrounding .community in an effort to get a city ordinanc.e
passed to improve· security for
both males and females at bars
and on the streets.
Spokeswoman 'for the group,
P.M. Duffy-Ingrassia said, "As
far .as we're concerned Rosa's
should stay closed."
:rhe group is trying to
establish connections with police
and politicians around the .state.
The group said it is concerned
with bars like the Weflington,
Triangle and the Golden Inn and
plans to ask the bar owners to
make improvements in their
security. If they refuse to comply
Duffy-Ingrassia said the group
may "think of suitable action,"
such as a boycott of those bars.
But first the Public Safety Advocates would urge the city council to pass an ordinance requiring
the bars to provide adequate
lighting, Contacted by the group
a spokesman for City Council
President Jack Kolbert said his
staff is studying such a proposal
but it is only in the discussion
state. Kolbert would like to see
the petition first and then look at
the fre.quency of the incidents at
bars compared with the rest of
the city. The spokesman said
they would also contact Police
Chief Bob Stover and get his
opinion.
The group also said it hopes to
get the state Alcoholic Beverage
Control Commission (ABC) to
require all establishments getting a liq.uor license 1;o have
security guards in their par king
lots. A spokesman for the ABC
-said establishments ·already
a license would have to be

1:55 P.M.
GAMPRA: Suite from ''Les .Fetes
Venetiennes"-Collegivm Aureum.
Musical Heritage 1681
(31:39)

•
2:30P.M.
BERLIOZ: Romeo and Juliet Orchestral
Music-The Chicago Symphony, Carlo
Maria Ginlini, c.
Angel
(15:00)
2:50P.M.
IRELAND: Sextet for Clarinet, Horn and
String Quartet-Melos Ensemble.
(27:49)
Musical Heritage 1610
3:20P.M.
L UENING: String Quartets 2 and 3-Sinnhoffer Quartet.
CRI 303
(24:55)

August 31

1:25P.M.
BRAHMS: Motets and Chorale
Preludes-New English Singers, Simon
Preston, director and organist ..
Argo ZRG-571
(20:00)

!O:OOA.M.
WEN CHUNG: Cursive-H. Sollberger,
flute, piano.
(12:30)
CRISD251

10:15A.M.
Most people are probably familiar with
n hat dance or Johnny HODDINOTT: Roman Dream- Cardiff
Rodriguez or the tango. But how many people know the language that supports Festival Players, et. al.
th&t music and get to hear it, outside of commercials? How many people know ArgoZRG691
(15:00) .
what the cumbia, the cueca, the tamborera sound like7 Or who lito Puente,
Saracho, Willie Colon are7
. _ I d
- f
.:,•·.."'rt'" ;;N·.··~·o:ao •A"M ,,. ·•••• ,, ..• ,,. .• ., ,.,.,., ,, ,,.,., ..,.,~
2:10P.M.
Well, KUNM got a grant this summer from the Natlona En owment or tne"' ,. ·~ · "'" · · ·• ·
· ' '
TELEMANN: Concerto for Violin in through the New Mexico Arts Commission to help our listeners and those in other SESSIONS: Rhapsody for Orchestra
G-Ooncentus Musicus Wien, Nikolaus parts of the state get acquainted with the Latino music world. Our first step is. to MUSGRAVE: Night Music-New
build a library of albums, collect some interviews. and pick program topics. Then we Philharmonic Orchestra
Harnoncourt, c.
will
put together on tape a number of programs to share with you and other non- Argo ZRG 702
(25:00)
Telefunken SKW 9543 M
(7:00)
commercial radio statio,ns in New Mexico.
We also hope, within the framework of this grant project, to set Up some ll:OOA.M.
2:20P.M.
guidelines for training more Spanish-speaking people in the field of broadcasting. SIBELIUS: Symphony No.
HANDEL: Harpsicord Suites-Arnold
Most of us are in radio because we believe it is a very powerful tool for people· to
Goldsbro1,1gh, h.
talk to people. Our hope is to get more people, who are traditionally denied a voice, 2-Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy,c.
(25:00) to grab hold of this communication system known as radio.
L'oiseaiu-Lyre OLS 144
.
(34:52)
RCA
ARD1·0018
Most of the spoken part of the programs will be in Spanish, though at times, you
might hear some English. All of the programs we do under the auspices of the grant
2:50P.M.
MONTEVERDI: Lamento d' Arianna and will be aired on Movida Latina on Monday nights from 9-1. All of us are excited at 11:40A.M.
the opportunity to get this information over the air waves and we hope if you have STRA USB: Horn Concerto No. 2 in E
Scherzi Musicalli Madrigali.
flat-G. Barboten, horn, Bamberg Sym(41:42) any ideas or energy to offer. you will let us know.
Das Alte Werk SAWT 9591-A
phony, Theodor Guschlbauer, c.
3:00P.M.
Musical Heritage 975
. (18:59)
ORFF: Musicalisches Hausbuck-The
Tolzerknabem Chor, Gerhard Schmidt12:00
Gaden,c.
BRAHMS: Trio in E flat for Piano, Violin
(45:00) !O:OOA.M.
BASF KHB 2037 4
and Horn, opus 40-Melos Ensemble.
"The
Glory
of
the
Harp"-Marie-Claire
(20:00)
L'Oiseau Lyre SOL 314
!O:OOA.M.
Jamet,
harp.
TYE: Western Wynde Mass-King '5
(20:00) 12:25 P.M.
Musical Heritage 1665
College Choir, Cambridge, David
!O:OOA.M.
deMAGHAULT: La Messe de Nostre
Willcocks, c.
DAVY:
Passion According to St. Mat- 10:40A.M.
(20:00)
Argo ZRG 740
Dame.
thew-Purcell Consort of Voices, et. al., Clarinet Recital-Gervase dePeyer, Das Alte Werk SAWT 9566-B
(22:18)
clarinet.
Grayston Bm:gess, c.
1~:25A.M.
(35:00) . L'Oiseau Lyre SOL 60028
(20:00) 12:50P.M.
Amorous Dialogues of the Renaissan- ArgoZRG558
DELALANDE: Simphonies, quatrieme
ce-Accademia Monteverdiana, Denis
11:00
A.M.
10:40A.M.
suite-Orchestre de Chambre Paul KuenStevesn, c.
Mass
"Salve
ln- MONTEVERDI: 11 Combattimento di tz.
Nonesuch H-71272
(21:05) TALLIS:
temerata" -Cantores in Ecclesia, Michael Tancredi e Clorinda-Orchestra dell' Archiv 198 333
(26:28)
Angelicum, et. al., Denis Stevens, c.
Howard, c.
(25:00) Musical Heritage 1724
(22:08) 1:20P.M.
L'Oiseau Lyre SOL 337
!0:45A.M.
HANDEL: Concertos for Oboe and
von WEBER: Clarinet Concerto DO. 1 in F' 11:10A.M.
11:25A ..M.
opus 73-Bamberg Symphony Orchestra, LULL Y: Miserere- St. Anthony Singers, VECCHI: L'Amfiparnaso A Madrigal Strings-The Academy of St. Martin-inthe-Field, Roger Lord, oboe, Neville
Theodor Guschlbauer, c., Jacques Lan· L'Ensemble Orchestral de L'Oiseau Lyre, Comedy-The Western Wind,et. al.
Marriner, c.
celot, clarinet.
(53:09) . Argo ZRG 5442
Nonesuch H-71286
et. al., Anthony Lewis, c.
(40:00)
Musical Heritage 1045
(19:45) VOiseau Syr.e OLS 102
(20:00)
12:25P.M.
2:00P.M.
ll:lOA.M.
GEMINIANI: Concerto Grosso in E, opus SCHUTZ:
11:30A.M.
St.
Matthew
MORLEY: Music for the BACH: Cantata BWV 131-London Bach 3, no. 3 (second version)-Boyd Neel OrPassion
-Heinrich
Schutz
Choir,
et. al.,
Virginal-Gustav Leonhardt, virginal.
·Society Chorus and Steinitz Bach Players, ~hestra, Thurston Dart, harpsicord.
Roger
Norrington,
c.
Das Alte Werk SA WT 9492-AE
(22:12) Paul Steinitz, c.
'L'Oiseiu Lyre OLS 158
(15:00) ArgoZRG689
(40:00)
(22:02)
H-71294
·
Nonesuch
•
12:o40uPR.ME. T F.
2:45 p.M.
l1: 35 A.M.
'Th
11 55 A M
M
r··
d S
HAYDN: Mass in B flat'
e
: · • •
· ·
: an ares an
ym- PALESTRINA:MusicfortheComlllonof
Theresa''-The Academy of St. Martin-in- LISZT: Festival Cantata-Richard and phonies-Jean-Francois Paillard Chamber Apostles-The Renaissance Singers,
the-Fields, et. al., Neville Marriner, c.
,'!ohn Contiguglia, pianists.
_ _
Orchestra.
: !) Michael Howard, c.
124 2
Argo ZRG-5500.
. . , .. , ... (49.:!JQ) ....<:J9.~ll.i~.s.lli,IF, ~.C!~~~~Y.x~.?9.~?, .. ,.,, .. \~.Q:~.!!J.•, .M!-!~~~~!.Ht;~i~age 16~4 . .•• .. .. • .. . . . ........ ArgoZRG.518.6,-. •. '-'·'·'-'•'""";o.o.-.•.•.•.·::.(29:00)
1:45P.M.
BACH: Partita IV in D-KarJ Richter,
harpsicord.
(20:00)
DasAlteWerkSAWT9914-B

August 24

August 10

August 17
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classified as public nuisance by
the District Attorney.
However, Marsha Summers
from the District Attorney's office said this type of·nction is "old .
fashioned and doesn't usually go·
anywhere.'' The best thing to do,
said Summers is "to go to the
legislature and pass a law.'' ·
The Public- Safety Advocates
said they hope to form a com·
munity organization "to bring it
to the attention of the public,''
They may try to get funding from
the ASUNM student government.
Until any of the new
• regulations
get
enforced
spokeswoman Duffy-rngrassia
warned all bar-goers "not to go
alone; go in groups."
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I'd live in a
-Residence

each

Hall, but I
dort't. want
.
·to be Stereotyped.

No minimum. Copies are made on Xerox and IBM copiers
while you wait. Machine collating, staple and bindery ser·
vice. Opel) 7 days a week to serve you better!

DATACO PRINTING INC.
171_2 LOMAS BL~D.IIiE (Corner of University( Phone 243·2841
HQURS:7:30 to 7:30 Monday thn.i Thursday; 7:30 to 6, Frld~y;
8 to 5, Saturday; 10 to 2 on Sundays. Come see us!

BIG·

You Are Rlgllt --·We Only Offer

BELLS
CHAMBRAY

DENIM

$14.50

lobo
MENS

7or 5 Day Meals
Me11 Only
Juniors
Limited Visitation
Singles
Modern Language FJoor
Special Event Meals
Sophomores
Security Aides
Coed
Advisors
Freshmen
Doubles

SHOP
21 20 Ce"tral SE
243·6954

ROTC Floor
Residence Hall Government
Air Conditioning (Mostly)
Doubles· As- Singles
Graduate Assistants
Seniors
Sack Lunches
Continental Breakfast
Sun Dec1{s •
Graduates
Academic Floors
Vis! tatlon
Wo111en Only
Refrigerators

UNM Residence Hatls
Call, write, ot drop by
Housing Reservations
La Posada 201
505: 277-2606
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Ex-U N M Netter R·eplaces Pucci as Coach

No Whlte-Walshed Joe But Sugat Loafed
By Orlando Medina
Several years ago a rather
minor movie was .released and
was billed as the "first electric
western." The movie was entitled "Zacariah" and its only
major contribution was a sound
track by the James Gang.
Of course the James Gang's
· major contribution to the world
of Rock 'n' Roll was Joe Walsh.
Walsh proved his value Satur·
day night as he had the audience
(numbering slightly over 4000)
up on their feet and moving with
the music,
Walsh has definitely earned
the distinction of being one of the
· best, if not the best, slide
guitarists in Rock today (the
closest runner up is probably Al
Perkins, late of Manassas),
The low point of the evening
came in the two groups that appeared before Walsh.
The first group was an upstart
group called "Point Blank" and
they began playing from 7:15
p.m. to 8 p.m. It should be noted
that the concert started at 8 p.m.
Apparently Point Blank's purpose was to supply the music to
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$3500. Coach Pucci's salary from
the past season was $~500.
Russell said the raise helps, but
it's still not much considering the
amount of travelling the team
has to do. "The University
doesn't fund the tennis program
very much. I'm going to try to
get some private sources to help
us out in our money situation;.

By Jo Lopez
A former University of New
Mexico tennis player, Tim
Russell, has been selected from a
large number of applicants to
replace Dr. Tom Pucci as New
Mexico tennis coach for the 197576 season.
UNM athletic director, Lavon
·McDonald., said the athletic coun·
eil "gave it's O.K." to Russell's
appointment on Monday.
Russell played out his last year
of eligibility at UNM in 1973 and
was a WAC runner-up along with
Lobo
Dick MacGuire

·

._Sports

some people interested in
tennis."
Russell had been offered the
women's tennis coaching job,
also, but Women's Athletic
Director, Linda Estes, recom·
mended Larry Lindsay be named
Women's tennis coach.
Estes said the Athletic Council

~
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O~ily Lobo
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. .. as 4000peop/e dig his boogie.
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University Dairy
l{atcro:ss from Popejoy
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•Rt;. U.S. P•t90ff,, Am. D.O, Corp,
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R. C. HALLETT's
WORLD CHAMPION

BICYCLES
Compare:·

BERTIN
(of France)

To PEUGEOT,·'RALElGH or any other
make. Designed by and bnjlt excl,usively for
Dick Hallett
be the finest smoothest riding
bicycle you cart buy.

to

Acro::;s from Ctrclc. IC

2122 CG>al Place S.E.
•

843-9378
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of Most
long drawn
solosconsisted
and the
of theirout
sound
only thing missing form their ·
repetoire was the drum solo from
"In-A-Gadda-Da-Vida".
No excitement hit the crowd
until Walsh appeared (occassionally attired
in
a
mousekateer hat or clown cap)
and proceeded into rock boogie
he handles so well.
There was no glittery stage
show as a lot of groups use
nowadays ("Soap Opera",
"Welcome to My Nightmare,''
etc., where the music is the last
thing).
The only move toward glitter
, came~ with that same damned
mirrored baU that must have
been left over from the America
and Doobie Bros. concerts.
Instead the emphasis was on
Walsh's guitar and vocals; the
perfect example being "Walking
Away" or some of the selections
from "Barn Stormin."
The crowd called him on for
two encores which included
"Funk 49" and what was an excellant arrangement of the
Beatles old hit '''Get Back".
Walsh was at his best and the
crowd was in the mood for a
great musician. The only real af•
ter thought is that other groups
appearing on the bill should be
selected so as to include people
with talent.

Lowest-priced member of the proud Infinity line. Highly
efficient, too-lOwatts per channel RMS can keep it singing.
So you won't even have to buy a more powerful amplifier!
This two-way system with lO·inch woofer delivers a lot of
Infinity sound.
(See? Infinity speakers are not just for the rich; they're for
·
the aware music-lover. You?)

! '

~Infinity
We get you back to what it's ali about. Music.
I,.
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JEANS
BRUSH
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4~
2220 Central SE
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
Telephone 266-2424

To UNM Students
With 1.0.
Open Saturdays

looking.

Reasonable Prices

Tim Russell in 1973
in No. 1 doubles during that year.
Russell is a 1969 graduate of
Highland High in Albuquerque.
He is presently a pro at
Albuquerque's Indoor Tennis
Club. He has won many tournament ho.nors including the 1974
New Mexico Closed Tennis Tour·
nament championship. He was
second in this year's New Mexico
Closed Tourney played during
the past weekend.
Asked· about his new job,
Russell said, "I'm glad to do it.
The pay isn't very good, but I'll
be going back to school and it'll
help in paying my tuition and
fees." Russell's salary as New
Mexico's tennis coach will be

Hours Daily/ II am to 12 urn
Telephone 765-5671
1600 Central SE
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You can depend upon TSO to
fill your doctor's prescription
for glasses and contact lenses
to exact specifications.
TSO will comfortably and
fashionably fit your glasses.
Also TSO provides adjustments, repairs and replacement of lenses and frames.
Convenient credit is available and TSO honors
BankAmericard and Master
Charge cards if preferred.
You'lllike what you see at
TSO because at TSO we care
how you look at life.
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Living at the
College Inn is
Like Getting .
Away From HAll.

Commentary
By Harold Smith

Lt. Blue, Green, Navy,
Tan. Brown, Yellow,
Black, White

$14.50

lobo
.MENS

SHOP
21 20 Central S.E.
243·6954.

COPIES

I

There are approximately three
weeks until the infamous fall
semester begins, and even now
the Linda Estes team grinds its
way to a semblance of
organization.
Susan Craig, the newly ap·
pointed women's sports in·
formation director, informed the
LOBO yesterday that at this
point in time no definite decisions
have been made as to which of
the glittering array of female
athletes will receive scholarships
this year. Craig continued to say
that it will be two weeks before
the widely scattered coaches can
be gathered together for a summit conference and the news
released.
.
One supposes it is the prospect
of Title Nine treasure that slows
t~eir decision.maldng processes.
~
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From all those domestic
chores, we mean. We do the
shopping. cooking and cleaning
(we even make your bed). But
while you've got that faraway
feeling, remember that .the
College Inn Is only a short
three-block walk to campus.
(No parking, no commuting, no
gas.) Both buildings are com·
pletely co-ed, too. Now is the
best time to think about where•
you want to live this summer or
fall. Drop by at 303 Ash N.E,
or call 243-2881.
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McDonald said the tennis
budget for the 1975,76 season
will be the same :is that of the
1974<75 season although "some of
the money may be shifted from
some areas to other areas."
Russell will be working w'ith a
"fresh budget," McDonald. said,
Russell said he is looking forward to coaching the New
Mexico team. "New Mexico has a
very good team. Their past
season was a very good season.

Very F_ine
European
Indonesian
Food
Sandwiches

II sou11ds li/ie au bz[inity sPeaker system.

find your seat by. Their sound is
a cross between a pneumatic drill
and someone beating a beagle
with a pipe wrench.
The scond group was a little
more well known, Sugar Loaf.
Sugar Loaf relied on their past
his such as "Green Eyed Lady" to
refresh the memories of the
audience. (For some reason they
are always known as Sugar Loaf
from Denver, Colorado, as if this
~:s~c~lme type of magic to their

We have two good freshmen Chris Oates and the Wheeler
coming in. We havc.lots of pot.en- brothers <Gary and Ronnie). "I'd
tial. It'll be tough in the WAC, like to teach and help them to ad·
though. We were last in the vance in their tennis," he said.,
WAC this past season, so there's
Pucci resigned as UNM's ten·
no place but up to go, s9 there':> nis coach when he was selected
no pressure there."
head tennis coach at tho Univer·
. Russell said he is a personal sity of Arkan:>as. As a first year
friend of many o{ tl1e players on eoacl1, Pucci Jed his team to a 15-6
the team including Tim Garcia, won·IOst dual record.
r:=;;:;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;:;::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;:;::;;;;;;:;::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;::;:;::;;;:;;;;:;;;;:;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;:;;:;;;;;";;;;
.. · •

Get
better

POSII
doesn't sound·
, , like a-$98.
·t1ft speaker system.

Dairy Queen
HAS. IT ALLFOOD and DESSERT.

had not yet officially approved
the .Larry Lindsay appointment,
but Sports Information Director,
Don McGuire, said Russell would
"definitely not" coach the
women's team. Russell said he
would have been glad to coach
the women's team also, since it
would have been good for him
financially, but now he supposes
"i t'll me an Ies s work."
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Cu~t()m black~ And ;white processing printing.
FJne·gr{lln Dr push procusln8 of film, · Con!.l1ct
shcllt6 or cu~w.m proofs.
Jllglt quality
Ut!lltrgqmcnts, .mounting, lite, Advfcq, If asked,
CnU 265·2444 qrcometo 1717 Girard Hlvd NIM/31

i~AMOUS

qt}iv1'1iA DOOKSrior;· ani GAllcry-i;

I!J llhlck from ,JilhMPn O;ym on CPrn~ll. Speclrd-or·

dcr JJorvlc~.

1.

PERSONA~i;

4. FORRENT

PREGNANT AND NEED IIEI,l''/ YPII hnvo
rrlaJld!l who caro a~ Birthright•.247·9819,
7/31
Alt~ Y01J REA ClUNG out · r;;·- so.moonc'/
AGOitA-som(:ono til l'lll\~h ·PUt Jqr, 277·3013.
, Noon.mldolght,
7/31

3.

SERVICES

EXPE[t[ENCFJD TYPIST Manuscripts, papcrn,
thesis, c.Lc, $;50 Pill' pago. 345·3268,
_y;H
TilE REAL ESTATE: OFFJCE for tho nren
nrllund UNM fs University Realty, 2669717. 6/20
NM EOJT~l'El: Editing/typing. FaRt, ac~urat!l,
reasonable, 266·4007 after 4:00.
7/31
PASSJ'>OI~T, IDEN'rlFICA1'10N phoh>s. J,ow~;"t
J•rlcll~ In towrH Fnst, pleasing. Nc11r UNM. Cnll
261i·2U1 or C(l.ffiU to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.
7/31
PROFESSIONAL 'l"{PIS'l' InM Selectric.
Gunrantccllaccutncy with .r(•nsollllhhl rntos, 296·
71~7..
7/31

~EGAI~ ...SJ~RVJcgs- UNM t,nw S~hQo( ciiniCat
Prog'ra.m offers legal services lor sludcntR nod
stnrr. ~'urlll$bllll by rtunlifipd lnw students under
ruculty supervision .. Availability limited to tho~c
whose 11ssct~J and Income do ~oL cxcced
I;!Siablls hed guidelines, .50 cent reKlstr11thlll loa.
Cnll 277•2913 ()r 277·.3601 {or information and up·
polo,l.m1,mlH. SJlllrlsorcd by Associated StudMts of'
~M

7/3J

~

BICYCLES .. L~west prl~e$ .and largest. sl)lcetlqo
()f t!H: finest Europc!ln makes, Jl,C,HAl·M~'l'T'S
WOnt,D CHI\MPlON BICYCLES, 2l22 Coal PI
SE.843,91J78. Open tll9 Jl.m.
1181
buy, ~~fle, · Camera$, phfM an!t.darkroo.m
cqulpomcot, Gunr11llner, 3107 Central NE. 7/31
KONICA AUTOnr.:f'LEX ',1'3 camcr11. Ulac);hody.
Automatic . exposure, spllt•!mago, two lcn~cs;
135.mm 1"3,2, 50mm F1.7, now $645 ·my price $300,
r)llcl.lllcnL eondlUon, lo~s than one ycnr old, Must
Selll Pon;~ pa~s this dclllupl2!l8·3121,
7l3l
SUPE:RSCOPECASSETTE, reculv.,r, turntnble,
speakers, Saoyq Al!tor{lvr:rsc c;:~r cas:mttct 21"
television. Stcvc.298·3220.
7/3)

205 C6J,UM13IA SE, i block to UNM:Ni;'fy Jur· 6. EMPLOYMENT .
IJI~h~d 1 hdrm with 1!111~ paid. Adults-no children
ORADUA.TE - S'l'UD~N'l' NEE:DS Jlvc•lri
prpots, $140, .255·2685 or 261}-4070,
7/31
housckocpcr. D11ys free until 3;0!), MO$J ovcnings
CWSE
UNM. 1 & 2"bcdroom furnished and frc!f,
Weckend·lllLhcr Snturflny or Sunday free.
u.nfurnlshud l!partmcnts, $165 to Ull~. M!!lt$. 408
fl(lo.m & honrfl plus $100 .monthly, '1 .milo from
Colu.mhin SE. 843·7632 or 265·9593.
7/81 ONM. StllrtB/if'i, Childr!Jl! 7 & 14. 268<4041. 7/31
'l'~IFl CITADEL AI'ARTMBN'fS. A~ np!lrtmeni' PART TIME JOB, _graduate ~tUdQnts only. M·
c11mplax for th() young nnd tho young 11t heart,
tJJrnllons & .evenings. Must be llPlo to work Friday
Rent~ atnrt at $135, r,nrge swimming pool, Ef& Saturday nights, Must be 21 years old. Applyln
flciolldll~ & l·bdrm available, fur.niRhcd or un·
person, no phonl! calls piJJnse. Save W~~oy l-iquor
furnl$hed, Walking diatBncc to UNM. 1520 Store,
570~ Lomas NE.
7/31
University NE:, 243·2494.
· 7/31
.
S'l'UDENT
SPOUSE
to
work
on
Di!JIY
Lobo
206·209 COJ,TJMBIA SE Faculty, graduate & up- prod~ctloo ~taff. Mus~ be able to type at least70
per eiMa $tud!mts, Luxurious & spacious 1 bdrm
wpm, Hours Mlli ~()mcster wl.ll be 8 p.m. to Mid·
ll)lts, 1 block to UNM. Two swlm.mfng pools,
nighti
Sunday tbro11gh Thur~day. Amount qf Umc
dlswnsbcrs. security & more. $)70, ttilla paid. 255· remaining
at UNM wlll be a .con$ideration (3 or
21lflfi or 266·4070.
7/31
m<>re yoars preferred), For more information
SHARE COOKINGi bUdget .men!~, Informal 6 br
como to Marton II all, Room 132 bc~wceo 8:01) and
homo ncar UNM. $55 to$65. Plus fllod, Chlldrcn 4:3()p •.m.
weJcqme, No amoklng, np pets. 268·1654.
7131
MISCELLANEOUS
PAJ!TI,y FURNISUED EFFICJENCY Apar~
ment 611) 1/J 1l St SW. $80 plus utilities and YMCA NEf,PS VOLUNTEE:R Lllndors to ndvi~c
deposit,
7/31
Youth and government and' Hi·y groups. Will
TilE COLUMBIAN APAR'fMENTS2iiii.2o9 provide trai!ling. Excellent l.cad!!rship experience,
Call Dn vc Cn~on, at 265·6971 Cor .more in·
Columbia SE. Two ~wJ.mmlng pools, •llshwnshcr.s,
formation,
7/!;ll
rofrlgcrnted nir nnd security. Nicely furnished,
Ono block til UNM, One urid two bedroom units, WE H:.1-VE NO'l'l!JNQ but an idea. But I( you itru
$11)5up. Call Tony 255·2685or Marilyn 261J.4070.
crcativti and competent and want, to help $L11rl a
'1/31
private high school which is antbropplogically
eritmtcd and emphasizes communiea~ion ar.fl com·
-;;5:-w.OO::;:n::-;;;R~S~A~-;;LE=·;;--~---pctenec. Send I11Uer of introduct.lqn t(l P.O. Box
606, Corrales, NM 67048.
7/31

m
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Stay in the middle
of things. Live at
the College Inn.
Although the College Inn isn't
really located at Broadway and
42nd St., lsn t it nice to 'know
you can find a. pleasant plC~ce to
live, without sacrificing the con·
venience of being close to cam·
·pus? And talking al;lout con·
venlence, we do the shopping,
the cooking and the cleaning
(we even· make your bed). In·
stead of coming back next fall
to the annual housing crisis,
consider· reserving a place now
at the College Inn. Call us at
243·2881 or come look us over
303AshN.E.
1
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To People Who Al'Feady Own A Fine Sound System:

•oworth
.
f.bicycte
$ ·. accessories
o.

~

wi'h the purchase

otaRAJ,E/t;W
REC:ORDor
GRAND PRIX

If You Would Enjoy Still More Music in Your Life
(At Home or Work},But Extension Speakers Aren't
Right And a Second System Is Too Much, Here's
What You've Been ·Looking For .
.The new. Adve~t FM Radio offers a unique opportunity to enjoy rich, detailed,
wtderange s~und m lots of places ··. bedrooms, dorm rooms, offices,. stores, dens,
workshops, k1tchens, where·have-you ~- where a second audio system would be more than
·
you need (or can afford) and extension speakers would do too little.
The Adve~t F.~ Radio .not .only offe.rs ~bsolutely amazing ~ound for its size, price
($125), and stmphctty, but 1t w,lll also brmg m an many FM stattons as component tuners
And .1't' s a1·so a mtmature
. ·
and receivers of many times its price.
mono sound
system into which you can plug a tape
machine to record and play back.
The really sensible and useful two-piece
design of the .Advent FM Radio lets you
put its control unit wherever it's easiest
to use (and it. fits virtually anyplace) and
the speaker wherever it sounds. best.
(Listen to what happens when you put _it
on the floor near a baseboard and aim it
up to bounce sound off the wall.)
The radio's mono design also makes
superb sense for easy, informal kinds of
use, and helps Advent. optimize its recep·
tion circuitry to the point where tuning is
super-simple and most people will get all
the stations they want (clearly and fuzzfree) with just an indoor antenna.
We think you will be out·and-out
,,
. . ',.....,....,....._ .....__~ ..............<.,._#
delighted with what the Advent FM
Radio can do to bring more music into
your life ·• especially in those situations
where you'd otherwise go without.
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We have a complete line of Advent speakers.
·.
Sal·e on Advent Cassette Decks.
Your Campus Sound Dealer for .25 Years
3011 Monte Vista. NE
255-1694

BICYCLE WORLD
Central S.E.
255-3777
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